RES ONE™ WORKSPACE CORE

Your Start on the Path to Managed, Secured and Automated Workspaces

The digital workforce is no longer tied to physical devices in one location. Today, workers choose
where and how they work, often across multiple devices. To support these hybrid environments,
many IT leaders are well down the path of optimizing their workspaces through virtualization,
cloud and other enabling technologies. How can IT improve the manageability of these hybrid
environments without putting strain on the budget?
THE SOLUTION: A FREEMIUM FOUNDATION
FOR WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT
RES ONE Workspace Core is a foundational workspace management
technology that provides the core capabilities needed for a centralized
and secure endpoint strategy. It works across physical and virtual
environments and ensures a consistent user experience.

RES ONE Workspace Core is a freemium offering that
helps IT teams to:
• Increase worker productivity
• Lower the cost of IT operations
• Build a foundation for security and compliance

OPTIMIZE YOUR DIGITAL WORKSPACE
WITHOUT DISRUPTING PRODUCTIVITY
RES ONE Workspace Core offers an essential foundation for digital
workspaces that drive productivity for the workforce. It provides
workers with a familiar and seamless workspace experience
across hybrid environments that is both secure and dynamic
based on context.
As the leading freemium offering, RES ONE Workspace Core
allows IT to begin simplifying the management of physical and
virtual endpoints today to build a foundation for more advanced
personalization, security and automation. RES ONE Workspace Core
enables organizations to create a single, global profile image that is
centrally managed, context aware and integrates out-of-the box with
leading VDI solutions from Citrix, Microsoft and VMware.

Uses for
RES ONE Workspace Core


Global Context Awareness Controls

IT needs to manage different access and
privileges across multiple groups of similar
users. An example of a common challenge
is providing the correct printer access rights
based on location. Similarly, given the device
and its location, access to apps will vary.
Core enables IT to manage access based on
context triggers of device and location.

Simplify VDI Management

As companies plan to move some workers to
virtual environments, VDI deployments can
stall due to the complexity of the project,
and lack of adoption by the workforce due to
poor user experience. RES ONE Workspace
Core makes VDI a more seamless experience
for users, providing an easier, streamlined
way to better manage endpoint settings.

Streamline Profile
Configuration Management

IT requires a workspace management
solution that is easy to implement and
can scale across the enterprise. RES ONE
Workspace Core allows IT to centrally
manage critical aspects of a user’s profile and
more, eliminating time spent on managing
profile corruption and other issues.

GROW WITH RES
When organizations move beyond RES ONE Workspace Core into the paid version, they gain greater flexibility and more
granularity in how they can manage workspaces at the group or individual user level. This allows for greater personalization for
the worker, while still streamlining the ongoing maintenance with IT. For example, in the paid version IT could have different
workspace settings configured for a worker logging into their virtual environment vs their physical device. Additionally, email
settings can be configured and managed with the paid version. Finally, the paid version has additional capabilities for both
securing and governing application usage of the workspace helping to solve challenges around reducing risk and reducing costs
around software license management.

EXPAND BEYOND CORE INTO THESE AREAS WITH KEY CAPABILITIES

Composition — provides workspace management capabilities to help unify the workspace experience for the workforce.
Security — effectively protects against internal and external threats by locking down the endpoint.
Governance — ensure compliance through workspace insight and visibility.
Automation — lowers the cost of IT operations and enables better allocation of IT staff and skills.
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RES ONE Workspace Core
A freemium foundation for
workspace management
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Visit res.com to download RES ONE Workspace Core today.

ABOUT RES
RES, the leader in digital workspace technology, helps organizations achieve better business results with reduced risks in security and compliance — while
making enterprise technology easier and less disruptive for the worker to access. RES takes a people-centric approach to making technology access secure, even
in complex multi-device/multi-location scenarios. RES boasts numerous patented technologies, fast time to value, and superior customer support for more than
3,000 companies around the world. RES was named a “Cool Vendor 2015” by Gartner, Inc., for the innovative capabilities of its RES ONE Service Store. For more
information, visit www.res.com, contact your preferred RES partner, or follow updates on Twitter @ressoftware.
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